The Aussie Influencer Project

AUSSIE INFLUENCER PROJECT

Who am I?

My name is Lauren Bath and my claim to fame is that I was Australia’s “first
professional Instagrammer”, a title I earned after quitting my job in 2013 to work in the
tourism industry full time, utilising my Instagram following.
Since then I’ve been busy, personally taking part in a staggering 200+ tourism and
travel campaigns in various capacities. Starting with simple social media influencing, I
now pitch, plan and host multiple influencer campaigns around the world with a special
interest in Australian regional tourism.
My decision to release group campaign management on a larger scale was a result of
my concerns about the industry right now. Between influencers scamming clients with
fake (bought) engagement to an inconsistent approach to fees and deliverables, the
general lack of professionalism doesn’t bode well for the future.
As an influencer myself, a leader in the field and a passionate businesswoman, I want to
offer something powerful, consistent and valuable to tourism. Hence this program
was born.
With over 20 vetted Australian influencers under my wing, fair pricing and contracted
deliverables, you can always be certain you’re getting the real deal when you work
with me.

The Aussie Influencer Project

The Aussie Influencer Project is effectively small group project management for travel-based
influencer campaigns. I am focusing on Australian regional tourism but the campaigns can be easily
adapted for international tourism boards and brands.
My small group influencer campaigns are designed to complement your existing marketing strategy, as I believe that social media works
best alongside traditional marketing in the all-important “dreaming phase” of planning a holiday. A well executed influencer campaign
provides far reaching touch points, destination or brand awareness and traffic to your own assets, all with the added benefits of generating
fresh new content and starting engaging conversations.

WHAT MAKES MY CAMPAIGNS AWESOME?
• I’m an influencer myself so I know how to plan the best possible itineraries.
• I am highly experienced at running campaigns, not just in Australia but also internationally. (Clients include Travel Alberta, Christchurch
and Canterbury Tourism, Dubai Tourism, The Austrian National Tourism Board, Visit Inari Saariselkä, Tourism South Africa and numerous
Australian Tourism Boards).
• I bring 20 established influencers to the table that I have personally selected based on their content, engagement, personality, varied
social media reach and professionalism.
• My influencers are on a sliding fee structure based on the above, which means you always get a fair and consistent price.
• My influencers are required to sign a legal document acknowledging that their audience has been grown organically, not through buying
likes, buying followers or running automation on their accounts. You get TRUE influence every time.
• I provide ample pre-campaign support with a 2 hour “Instagram for Marketing” workshop via Skype once you have a project booked.
• I manage all influencer communications, meaning you only deal with me.
• Deliverables are guaranteed with pre-campaign KPI’s and post campaign reporting.
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WHEN YOU BOOK YOUR SMALL GROUP INFLUENCER CAMPAIGN WITH ME YOU GET THE
FOLLOWING INCLUSIONS • Email me, talk to me. I have a personal approach to my work and I’m here to answer all questions
•
• Simple pricing. Daily administration fee, influencers on a sliding fee scale
• An easy to read pitch based on your budget. What it costs and what you get are clearly stated
• A 2 hour “Instagram for Marketing” workshop for your team
• Influencer communications including timing, deliverables and travel arrangements
• Flight bookings and car hire booking (if required)
• Daily meal expenses managed - I pay up front and add to the final invoice
• In-region hosting
• Post-campaign image curation (for social media usage) and reporting
PLUS: Talk to me about optional extras, such as image packages and an in-region workshop for operators
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• A two hour “Instagram for Marketing” workshop, given online OR in region *conditions apply
• Project pitch & KPI’s

• A proposed influencer list based around the client’s needs and target markets
• All influencer communications and negotiations
• Influencer contracting if required
• Pre-campaign support including itinerary and logistics
• Flight bookings (optional extra)
• In-region hosting or co-hosting and expense handling
• Project wrap up and thorough reporting
• Payment of influencers
PLUS, the following influencer services from me • 1 Instagram post daily, inclusive of client’s @username, #hashtag and geotag
• Branded Instagram Story Posts
• All edited images available in High Resolution, Portrait Orientation, Facebook Resized & Instagram Square Crop
for social media usage (with credit)

The Influencers
In the past five years I have had the pleasure
of meeting and working with some of the best
Instagrammers and Bloggers in the world.

I’ve since taken my knowledge of social media and
combined it with my personal philosophy on what
makes a person “influential” to put together a group
of the most talented, hard-working and deserving
influencers in the country.
Each influencer in this program knows exactly what
my expectations are of them and they respect and
mirror my work ethic. To the best of my knowledge
each influencer boasts a 100% organic audience.
Although Instagram is the platform that ties my
campaigns together I ensure that my influencers
have strong reach outside that platform. I also
have a key group of videographers able to produce
commercial deliverables and photographers able to
produce commercial imagery for an additional cost.
My campaigns tick all the boxes.

Testimonials

“We engaged the services of Lauren Bath and the ‘Aussie Influencer
Project’ at the beginning of 2016 for a digital influencer trip we were
putting together on behalf of our client Vanuatu Tourism Office (VTO)
to run in June 2016. Lauren put together a proposal of eight, on target,
professional and creative influencers who she was confident would
deliver for VTO, grow its own social platforms and create beautiful
and impactful content for its social media and their own. Lauren was
always prompt with responses, professional in her mannerisms and
most importantly, her selection was spot on. I have no hesitation in
recommending Lauren Bath or the ‘Aussie Influencer Project’ for group
influencer trips or Instameets.”
- Naomi Wheeler, GTI Tourism

“We were lucky to be introduced to Lauren and hosted her at

Coronet Peak and The Remarkables ski areas in 2015. Having
been a little unsure about the power of influencers and how to get
the most out of social media, Lauren gave us a solid foundation
to better incorporate it into our overall communication strategy.
Understanding that social influencers get you access to a specific
type of audience (like all other media channels), we saw how
important it is to choose ‘the right’ influencer who can speak to a
relevant audience. Lauren’s workshop on how to use Instagram
effectively within our business was fantastic - from little tips on how
to improve our photos, to building engagement with our audiences
and understanding how to measure success. After our 4 days with
Lauren, we walked away with a lot to think about and incorporate
into the social media strategy of our ski areas. Thanks Lauren!”
- Wendy Van Dijk, NZSki LTD

“One question always pops up when I talk about running social influencer campaigns: ‘How on
earth do you find the right people to work with?’ This is when I’ll drop Lauren’s name without
hesitation as an excellent campaign manager for connecting Tourism brands with quality and
results-driven influencers. In a highly competitive industry filled with fakes, frauds and people
who are just in the game for a free holiday, Lauren’s work shines above the rest. She has set the
Australian standard in tourism/influencer relationships, and her success is a credit to her superior
work ethic and genuine passion for the industry. I wouldn’t hesitate to recommend Lauren
and her roster of capable influencers for regional, state or international tourism marketing
campaigns.”
- Petrhyce Donovan, Tourism NT

Testimonials
“In July 2016, we hired Lauren Bath to be the face of our TravelGrammer Instagram
campaign. The aim of the campaign was to find the next big up and coming Travel
Instagrammer across Australia.The results from the campaign were outstanding and having
Lauren on board certainly contributed to this. Lauren was outstanding to work with and
more than accommodating with everything we asked of her during the campaign. As well as
helping to promote the campaign she also providing educational content for participants and
assisted with providing insights into judging.I would highly recommend Lauren to any other
brand looking for a high profile digital influencer to work with.”
- Matt Taylor, Choice Hotels Asia-Pac

“Lauren is the consummate professional in the influencer
space, and just an absolute pleasure to work with. From
precise understanding and flexibility at the initial briefing
stage through to campaign execution and post-project
reporting and support, she delivers at every stage of the
journey. In a fast-paced and changing digital environment,
Lauren’s industry expertise is beautifully balanced by
delivery of high quality, visually stunning and engaging
content that resonates with the client’s target audience,
along with an ability to clearly communicate social
strategy and best practice principles. Her knowledge of
the social media and influencer landscape - particularly
from a destination marketing perspective - is vast and
highly valuable to any organisation and I would not
hesitate to recommend her services to others.”
- Lachlan Swan

“We have worked with Lauren on a number of small,
regional Instagram campaigns for Wollongong in
recent years and have always been highly satisfied with
the results these campaigns have generated and the
professionalism with which Lauren manages them.
Lauren is a delight to work with, excellent at
communicating and very quick to respond. She has the
ability to gather top Australian travel influencers into
groups that have great dynamics, creating an enjoyable
campaign for both the influencers and the DMO.
These campaigns have generated excellent results,
clearly demonstrating a valuable return on investment for
our organisation. We highly recommend Lauren and her
services!”
- Tabitha Galvin, Wollongong Tourism

